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Native format
- The native output from the e-MERLIN correlator is FITS-IDI

http://www.aips.nrao.edu/FITS-IDI.html
- A single file containing all information, data and tables.
- Traditionally processed using AIPS, working with UVFITS format
- Currently, we import FITS-IDI to MEASUREMENT SET to work in CASA
- In the future, native format will be MS directly

http://www.aips.nrao.edu/FITS-IDI.html


Where is the raw data stored?
- e-MERLIN internal archive
- Only accessible from inside JBO
- Catalog of all projects, sources and configurations observed
- Scriptable. Can export data in batch mode.

But...

- Catalogue and archive not browsable from outside
- Working on a full data archive so data will be accessible (not ready yet).





Typical data set: sources
- Sources observed: science target, phase calibrator, standard calibrators
- Observations in phase-reference mode

- Target/phase reference calibrator cycles
- Usually 2-3 minutes on phasecal and 6-10 minutes on target

- Standard calibrators:
- 3C286 (1331+305): Flux scale calibrator/pol angle calibrator
- OQ208 (1407+284): Bandpass calibrator
- 3C84 (0319+415): bandpass/ leakage calibrator, check in general (very bright)



Typical data set: schedule
- Usually 100+ scans on target and phasecal
- 1 or 2 long scans on each standard calibrator



Typical data set: uv-coverage
- Long observations for image fidelity

C band L band



Listobs - header and scan information
> listobs(vis=’msfilename’, listfile=’myproject.listobs.txt')



listobs - source information
- Source id number
- Source name
- Field phase center (source position)
- Number of rows (visibilities)



listobs - frequency information 
- Number of spw

- There can be continuum + spectral line data

- Observed frequency
- Number of channels
- Channel width and total bandwidth



listobs - antenna information 
- List of antennas
- Antenna names



casabrowser


